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Well here we are, fall is almost over and we have some new hunting stories, and lots of good 
memories. Sometimes those precious days in the field keep us sane. With an economy in the 
tank and a many of us worried about jobs and our future it’s amazing to see good people still 

willing to volunteer their time to help the animals we love and people less fortunate. 

Our Chapter once again donated to several causes. The Women’s Outreach Center was one of our big 
events, with a few of the members putting on high heels and skirts for the “Walk a mile in her shoes” 
event. We also gave funds to the Red Deer and District Sexual Assault Center, both the Sundre and 
Rocky Trappers Associations, Glendale school and Central Alberta Archery Youth programs.

As a club we have decided to try and get involved with government, and try and make a difference on a 
larger scale. We are starting to have discussions with the Provincial Carnivore Expert and see where the 
club can make a positive impact. I’ve heard from many hunters and club members about the lack of deer 
around. These are the types of things that we will try and bring forth to government.

I’m proud to say that a few members have told me of stories of our young members filling tags this fall, 
which is very exciting to see and hear about. As a club, our biggest struggle is to get new members and 
keep everyone involved. It’s so good to see the passion in our young hunters. 

We as sportsmen, need to stand up and band together to make a positive change. With more and more 
of our population being urban, and a smaller percent of that population being hunters and fisherman, we 
need to educate and introduce more people into what we do. We are making positive change. Please keep 
up the good work, and take your kids outside and let them experience what mother nature has to offer.

Jason Smith
President - Red Deer and District SCI Chapter
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2016 Roar Emcee -T.J. Schwanky
We are pleased to have as our hosts for the 3rd annual Red Deer Roar TJ Schwanky and Vanesa Harop, two of the hosts of 
Outdoor Quest TV, Canada’s longest running independently produced Hunting TV series, Global ambassadors for the sport 
of hunting. One would be hard pressed to find two people more devoted or passionate about the outdoors. TJ is celebrating 30 
years as an outdoor writer with 1,000 “and counting” published articles!

Vanesa Harrop: In eight short years her quest has taken her 
across North America, Africa, New Zealand and Argentina in 
search of big game. She recently showed nerves of steel when 
she took a monster Yukon grizzly at a scant nine yards. Vanessa 
is the ultimate gear junky, constantly searching and testing 
outdoor gear to assist in her adventures. When Vanessa isn’t in 
the outdoors, she can be found at a Calgary law firm working as 
a Litigation Paralegal, sitting at her computer editing the latest 
issue of Inside Outdoors for the Outdoor Writers of Canada or 
on the business end of a fishing rod.

T.J. Schwanky: T.J. believes in challenging himself every day 
and that spirit is exemplified in his hunting adventures. He has 
taken three of North America’s four mountain sheep species 
and travelled to Asia last year to hunt the king of all sheep, 
the Marco Polo. He is recognized as one of North America’s 
mountain hunting experts and is obsessed with finding gear 
that will allow him to push himself harder and further in search 
of adventure. He has a passion for light weight rifles that shoot 
flat and far and considers a meal from a foil pouch a gourmet 
dining experience. 
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Our Mission
We will promote good fellowship among all who 
love the outdoors. Always working to educate and 
mentor people of all ages.

We will champion conservation of the world’s 
renewable resources. Promoting proper 
management of fish and wildlife, while 
demonstrating the roles of hunting and fishing 
as the most responsible and effective means of 
conservation in a modern world.

We will seek to build community, meet the needs 
of others and protect our environment.

A nonprofit organization promoting values, 
ethics and passion; in the hopes of creating and 
sustaining a bright future for outdoor enthusiasts, 
of all ages for many generations to come.
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Be a part of the ongoing effort to preserve 
a way of life, to teach and train our future 
generations. 

We are SCI. We are First For Hunters, First 
for the Environment, First for the outdoors-
men and women world wide. Enjoy the 
many benefits of being a member: Our 
world-class exclusive magazine, The Safari 
Times, fantastic Hunt Offers, a Hunter Hot-
line, the SCI Record Book and Convention 
acceptance,, not to mention the fun and 
fellowship made available to our members. 
To join, simply mail the attached form to 
our address. Please include a cheque or 
credit card information. 

SCI - Red Deer...Become A Member

$50 Business Card
$100 1/4 Page
$200 1/2 Page
$400 Full Page
$500 Front Inside or

Back Inside/Outside
Cover Photo Credit: Darwin Chambers Photography.  Newsletter Design: Newsletter design 
and some photography copyright - Moonlight Productions Canada - Peter Fuzessery

www.scireddeer.com
Closing dates for 

Newsletter Submissions

May 30th, 2016

November 30th, 2016

Send your submissions to us by email
scird.submissions@gmail.com

ADVERTISE WITH US
Promote your business or advertise with us. 
Get noticed by those with similar interests. 
Costs are based on two issues per year.

Join
RenewToday

Term SCI Chapter Total
• 1 Year $90 $35 $125

• 1 Year  18 & under - No Magazine or Paper $35 $0 $35

• 1 Year  Adult - No Magazine  or News Paper $35 $35 $70

• 3 Year $210 $70 $280

• Life $2100 $700 $2800

• Sr. Life $1750 $560 $2310 

 • Mr.  •  Mrs. • Ms: 
Address:
City:   Postal Code:
Phone:   Email:

Cheque: (SCI RED DEER & DISTRICT CHAPTER)

Credit Card: • Visa  • M/C  • Amex  • Other  • Cash
Card#     Exp Date: 
Membership #:    Amount: 
Sponsor:

Signature:

All Charges in CDN Funds

** Limited time offer for 1st time members **



Rocky Rod & Gun Club
A Great Facility!

The Red Deer and District Chapter of SCI made a three-
year commitment to the Rocky Rod and Gun Club. In 2014 
we provided wheel chair access to Range A along with the 
concrete pad that started Range B. With the great support 
of our members and those who support us at the annual 
Red Deer Roar we were able to keep our commitment in 
2015. As a result we saw the start of construction for the 
Range B Shelter. With everyone’s help we have been able 
to keep our commitment to this great club and be a part of 
providing a first class facility for shooters from all around 
the province.

How well are you protected. We all have insurance and expect 
that it will cover us when in need. The major problem comes 
when a fire, theft or even flood finds all your possessions. 
Large insurance companies have issues with people making 
false claims, and because of this they have been more careful 
at paying out on claims. The first thing you will be asked is to 
produce receipts for everything that was lost. This can be very 
difficult if the whole house has been burnt or lost to a disaster.  
The best way to do this is before the disaster happens.

A video camera or still camera is the best way to document 
your possessions. The pics should be given to your insurance 
company ahead of time. Maybe a copy stored in a safe or safety 
deposit box. The other thing that should be considered is what 
you have and is it all covered. Many of us have thousands of 
dollars in hunting equipment. We need to make sure it is all 
covered and that your proof of ownership is taken care of before 
you are faced with a disaster. Protect yourself and family before 
you have a problem to deal with.

Protecting Yourself
and Your Investments

2016 Red Deer & Disctrict SCI Campout
Location: 

Dale and Val Smiths Private Camping Area 
and Fish Pond.  Eckville, Alberta

 

What to do: 
Fishing, Clay Shooting, Good Stories and 

Good Food

Come for the day, or all weekend.   Room 
for RV’s and Tents. Great for all ages

See Jason Smith - Red Deer SCI Director
for Details

June 11-12,  2016



LAEBON HOMES
AARON MARTIN--Community Sales Manager

22 Tindale Place, Red Deer, AB T4P 0T8
12pm to 6pm Daily

amartin@laebon.com cell: 403-396-4016

• 3 Boneless Goose Breast. (6 pieces)
• 1 Tbsp of meat cure
• 1 Tbsp of sea salt
• 3 Tbsp of Worcestershire
• 2 Tbsp of Maple Syrup

Mix these ingredients in with a cup of water or Ginger ale.
Place the goose breasts in a large ziplock bag add brine and allow to marinate in the fridge 
for 3 to 4 days turning bag over morning and evening.

Remove the breasts from the brine rinse with water and dry the portions set smoker or 
Barbecue to 160-180 degrees F. Use desired wood chips, and smoke for 6 hours minimum. 
Serve warm or cold.

Cured & Smoked Goose Breast



Auction Preview
This hunt is a test of patience and shooting skills. You will hunt over baits 
in heated box blinds with high success rates and no limits. This is a great 
opportunity to take one or more of these apex predators. Average shots are 
200 yards. This is a 7-day hunt with premium lodging and food. This is a 
$5000 credit for 2 hunters to hunt wolves.  There is an additional cost of 
$3000/hunter. The hunters must have a valid Resident Wildlife Certificate for 
this hunt. Skinning and handling is not included and we recommend that the 
hunter have a qualified taxidermist do the work.   

Website: www.pantherriver.com

Alberta Panther River Wolf Hunt

This is the 100% guaranteed redneck event of the evening. “How can it be 
wrong when it feels so right”? Full Auto Arms of El Campo, Texas is the 
destination for this extreme hog hunt for 2 hunters out of an R44 helicopter 
using full auto M4 machine guns. On the average morning you will see 30 to 
40 hogs on a flight that averages 1 hour and 15 minutes. A second morning 
can be added for an additional $1500.00 USD. 

Transportation and ammunition are not included. Ammunition will be 
supplied at dealer cost. This is not an outfitter; this is a full auto arms expert 
taking you out to try his wares. Be ready for way too much fun!  Hunt must 
be completed within 1 year of purchase. 
Website: www.fullautofirearms.com

Machine Gun Heli-Hog Hunt   Texas U.S.A

2016 Auction preview items are subject to change or removal before 2016 Roar Event due to unforeseen circumstances.

The Best Hunting Guides in Alaska

Alaskan Black Bear Hunt  - 2 Hunters  Alaska U.S.A
A successful Alaska hunting trip comes down to one 
simple thing – experience. At Arctic North Guides, we’ve 
been using our unparalleled experience to lead clients into 
the rugged Alaska landscape on productive Alaska hunts 
for 30 years. Our professional Alaskan guide’s combined 
experience is over 70 years.

This big game hunts can be from  mid-April to mid-
November in one of two locations, Western Alaska or 
the Alaska Peninsula. The Alaska Peninsula is world 
renowned for Alaska hunts focusing on moose, waterfowl, 
and the mightiest of northern predators, the Peninsula 
brown bear or “coastal bear.” 
 

Premier hunt in Alaska for 2 hunters for 1 Black bear 
each.
Website: www.arcticnorthguides.com



This is a very cool opportunity just ask Brian Rendell and Chris Bews!

The Hunt With Heart foundation and the buyer are participants in a fifteen thousand dollar donation from Northern Giants 
Trophy Ranch located near North Battleford, Saskatchewan. The lucky hunter is responsible for their personal transportation to 
and from North Battleford, Saskatchewan. This hunter will have the privilege of hunting with the Hunt With Heart youth hunt 
recipient for 2016.  Funds raised go 100% to Red Deer & District SCI.

All licenses and accommodations are included. The hunt is 4 nights, 3 days of hunting. Animals can be upgraded or added as 
per the price list. Hunts are 2 to 1 guided. This hunt is a 100% donation.

The following applies to the youth recipient of the hunt only: 
Taxidermy services for our selected youth recipient will be provided by Sugar Creek Taxidermy!

Wolverine Guns and Tackle will provide accessories and gear; Talon Distribution will handle trophy logistics. This is also a 100% 
donation.  Website: www.northerngiantsranch.com

170”-250” Whitetail Estate Hunt

WOW Africa is offering a 10-day Cape Buffalo hunt in Zulu Land, South Africa, 
for one person. Also included in the hunt is one Zebra, one Blue Wildebeest 
and one Impala. All fees are also included. CITES permit, and all food and 
drink (alcoholic or non-alcoholic). Additional hunters or hunting days can be 
added at $350 / day - observers at $200 / day.

The hunt must be taken in 2016 or 2017.  Website: www.wowafrica.com

WOW Africa - 10 Day Cape Buffalo Hunt

www.wowafrica.com



Communications Group Red Deer is a locally owned 
and operated company in Red Deer, Alberta.  Currently 

employing over 70 full-time staff, we are one of the 
largest communications shops in Western Canada! Our 

Experienced technicians and qualified installers have the 
capability to serve your ever communications need.

• Cellular • Two-Way Radios • GPS Products 
• Rentals • Service • Data Solutions 

• Satellite Phones

“Exemplary service is our company-
wide mandate...we don’t just TALK 

service, we GUARANTEE it!”
7434 50th Ave, Red Deer

403-347-0777
800-891-0777

www.commgroup.com/rd/

With excitement in the air and unfamiliar footwear four of us 
headed out to raise awareness and a little money for the women’s 
outreach Center. Hunters helping where we can. The club has been 
very active in our community and has given thousands of dollars 
to many groups and project. But we all realize that the women and 
children in our lives are why we do what we do. A strong sense of 
family values and hard work has aloud our club to donate just over 
$15,000 dollars to this great organization. Together we can all help 
stop family violence and get our families out into nature and show 
them what is really important. Please watch for other club  activities  
and event to get involved.

Jason Smith
President - Red Deer and District SCI Chapter

Optics & Rangefinders
We are an authorized retailer of: Leupold, Redfield, 

Vortex, Bushnell, Swarovski, Nikon, and more…

Clothing & Boots
We are an authorized retailer of: Browning, Under 

Armor, Golden Bay, Big Bill, Irish Setter, Rocky, Bogg, 
and more…

Rifles & Handguns
Brands we carry: Browning,Tikka
Contact us for current inventory.

We have been locally owned and operated for over 25 
yrs, we are your complete line hunting, fishing and 

camping store.

Bay 6-7667-50th Avenue, Red Deer
403-347-7678

www.sportsmensden.ca

Look at those legs!!!



Hampton Inn & 
Suites

Red Deer

128 Leva Avenue
Red Deer, T4E-1B9

Bookings: (403) 346-6688

Raffle winner would receive: (Approximate Retail Value: $1500.00)
• Kuiu Icon Pro Pack 7200 back pack and carbon fibre frame
• Kuiu super down ultra light hunting sleeping bag
• ETA Lite all in one gas pack stove
• Pelican Head lamp, MSR Alpine H2O bottle and LEKI Walking poles

High Country Hunter Raffle
Sponsored by: 

Tickets: 1 for $10.00 or 3 for $20.00 
Draw Date: March 19 at the 2016 Roar Banquet!

Contact: Aaron Martin or email: reddeer.sci@gmail.com for Tickets

Buck Tree Services
• Tree Trimming & Removal • Pole & Parking Lot Lighting

• Holiday Lighting • Anything Aerial to fit your needs
• 50+ Foot Reach & Double Man Basket Bucket Truck 

• We Service Central Alberta •

& Bucket Truck

403-597-5047 - Delburne, Alberta
Matthew Lacusta - bucktree@mail.com

Gun Auction Preview
Winning bidder must have a valid PAL

• 45-70 marlin leaver action
• 17 HMR  CZ varmint gun
• Benelli  semiauto 12 ga
• Benelli Nova tactical pump
• Tika t3 fluted 300WSM
• Ruger 10/22 survival gun
• Swarovski rifle scopes
• Zeiss rifle scope

More to come at the auction!!!!!

Book a room for the 2016 Red Deer Roar at the 
Hampton Inn & Suites.  A block of rooms have 

been reserved for this occasion.  Book early to avoid 
missing the opportunity.  (See ad on this page)

Canada’s Best Selling Automotive 
Brand

SEVEN YEARS IN A ROW
417 Lantern St, Red Deer, T4E-0A5

888-414-4779



Why is it that our society today respects the right only of our 
First Nations people to hunt? What makes it wrong for me to 
follow my instincts and passions?  Are they not encoded into 
my very DNA? Am I not as much a descendent from people, 
who just like our First Nations people, were hunters, trappers 
and gatherers of food?  Am I not just as equally entitled to want 
to enjoy the life that my ancestors had lived in centuries past, or 
am I somehow different?  Is there something about me because 
I am of European descent that gives me the ability to just switch 
off who I am?  I think not because regardless of lineage people 
use this argument to support all sorts of behaviours exhibited 
by minorities. There is nothing about me that enables me to just 
turn off the signals from deep within that make me who I am. I 
deserve the same rights as anyone else, to be who I am, and not 
be judged, ridiculed or discriminated against by those who are 
different, those who choose to reject me for who I am! I have a 
right to speak out, to be heard, and to be equally protected under 
the law from those who are bigoted and promote hatred against 
those of us who were born to be the hunters and providers in 
our society. 

It is time for the Hunting Community to be heard and to actively 
lobby for our rights before we become victims of hate and 
discrimination. Death threats against us happen daily and they 
would not be tolerated if they were against any other member 
of our society. Yet these hate filled people publicly post these 
threats and are not held accountable! It is time to be heard!

D. MacGregor  
Director / Past President

Over the past two decades there has been a significant change 
in the acceptance, tolerance, rights and freedoms our society 
has attributed to groups based on sex, race, religion, sexual 
orientation, physical or mental capacity, criminals and a host of 
other groups that can claim uniqueness.  Much of this change 
has received the support of science and special interest groups.  
Many claims have been made and apparently validated by the 
scientific community.  All of this takes place while these groups 
chant a mantra that is steeped in words like, fairness, equality, 
natural, and supported by predispositions that are encoded in 
the DNA of the individual. 

I have neither the knowledge nor scientific expertise to refute 
the claims being made and in point of fact I have not got 
the time to undertake an investigation that would support or 
diminish the validity of such claims, however I do believe that 
since a large segment of our society believes the “science and 
claims” that are being made; then they must be equally valid for 
individuals, like me, who consider themselves to be uniquely 
disposed to hunting. 

Why am I a hunter?  What makes me so very different from my 
brother?  We were raised in the same home, shared the same 
parents, and yes even the same DNA, yet one is anything but a 
hunter and the other has a hunting obsession.  One would never 
pick a berry or go on a hike while the other evidences an endless 
desire to act out as a hunter/gatherer, always seeking some form 
of attachment to nature. The other interesting fact is that both 
share a very similar sense of caring and commitment to their 
pets, the contrast being the hunter seeks a working companion 
and friend while the other simply appreciates the loyalty and 
companionship of a house pet.  

The Hunter Within Me

Auctioneers for the 3nd Annual
Red Deer & District Roar 

REALEDGE Auctioneering and Marketing is a central 
Alberta based benefit and specialized Agriculture Auction 

Company. With deep roots in the rural community and 
string ties to corporate culture, we offer a high energy 

professional Auction Experience.

403-848-1260

& Marketing



N O RT H E R N  G I A N TS  T RO P H Y  R A N C H

Saskatchewan’s Premier Whitetail Destination!     

www. n o r t h e r n g i a n t s r a n c h . c o m

J a s o n  S m i t h  4 0 3 - 3 5 0 - 4 6 2 8
D e a n  B u s a t  4 0 3 - 3 9 1 - 2 3 7 5

Whitetail ranch hunt for bucks scoring 170”-250” ~ $7250
Trophy bucks scoring up to and over 300” starting at $8900

Combo hunts for extra deer and massive bull elk!



 
Box 524, Eckville, AB   T0M 0X0 

Office (403)746-5151 Fax (403)746-5131 
smittsoilfield@gmail.com 

 

 

On Call Cell (403)588-4640   
 

 

We are a small Oilfield  
Maintenance and construction 
company that offers 
 Maintenance crews 
 3, 12 and 45T Picker services 
 Trucking 
 Job Supervision 
 Major oil spill cleanups 
 Pipeline and Facility Construction 
 Bobcat & Trackhoes 
 Lease cleanups & Lease mowing 
 QC certified 
 Underground tank testing G55 Approved  
                                                                      Hot Shot 

 



Why do we hunt? Is it for the meat or the trophy?  Is it for a 
break from the everyday grind or to put ourselves in challenging 
situations and set personal goals? Many of these things can be a 
part of why we hunt. The other side of the coin is what about the 
men and women who spend their lives making all this happen 
for hunters all over the world.

I have traveled the world following guides in the mountains of 
Tajikistan to the rivers of South America. Sometimes we are 
able to speak to each other and at times we had to learn how 
to communicate. However, after a few day’s things usually go 
pretty well. One thing that is very common is our love for the 
animals and the land. I have never hunted with a guide that was 
all about the killing. Most of the time I have left the hunting 
camp with a sense of the history of the country and how the 
management of the animals takes place. The other animals and 
birds that make up the area is often as enjoyable as the animals 
that we are hunting.  

Some of my best hunts are those ones that 
I only carried bino’s. It’s the people you’re 
with and the situation in which you meet. It’s 
funny how some people make a bigger impact 
on your life than others. I had a hunter from 
Florida that had a really bad weight problem. 
He was worried about the hunt and if he was 
able to handle the walking. My hunts can 
be pretty easy as far as the walking goes so I 
promised him it would be ok. We struggled a 
bit but in the end he shot a great white tail and 
a beautiful elk. He was my first client to sit on 
the ground and cry. His wife wrote me a letter 
a few months later and explained to me what the hunt meant to 
her husband. To this day I still get Christmas cards from them.  
It’s hard to believe that a small thing like walking and talking 
with someone for the better part of a week can change your life. 
Emery will forever be a client that has become a friend and I 
often think of that hunt. 

Then there are the clients that live half a country away and as the 
years go by you find yourself seeing them several times a year 
and planning trips and vacations together. I can’t remember the 
last time I’ve rented a hotel in the Houston area. One of my best 
friends in the world is 25 years older than me. I have traveled 
the world with Dallas and hunted everything from elephant to 
white-tail with him. We have had a lot of laughs together. I find 
myself calling him several times a week to make sure all is well.  

We have had doctors, lawyers and every type of business man 
you could imagine in our camp. Even a movie star. Some of the 
most interesting for me is the clients that have served in the 

military. I have a lot of respect for these men and women. One 
older colonel told more dirty jokes than I had ever heard told 
in my life. His wife just sat there smiled and told him to settle 
down. He was stationed at area 51 for 15 years. He wouldn’t say 
much about it, other than all the UFO’s the locals seen were his 
pilots testing the newest and greatest stuff. He got a chuckle out 
of that.

For me it comes down to I’m a small town boy that got an idea 
and followed a dream. That dream has turned into a passion and 
a love of life. I used to think that life was about a good job and 
a few cool toys in the garage and a big family in which to love. 
I used to love hunting and the excitement of being in the wild, 
now I love every part of my job from the 5 am mornings to the 
20 hour days skinning. Very few people can say that they have 
changed a perfect stranger’s life in just five days. No it doesn’t 
happen every day, but I have and it’s happened more often than 
you might think. I have the greatest job in the world. It’s the 
only job I know of that ever client is happy to see you and has a 
huge smile at the airport. Guiding has lead me to the next major 
part of my life; SCI and hunters helping hunters and hunters 
helping the world. It is so rewarding that a guiding job has given 

me this much enjoyment, and has  lead me to 
this great organization. Letting me help others 
with my passion. Our donations to the Club 
and Hunt with Heart has made me feel like my 
time has changed those kids lives for the better. 
I know that my outlook on things has changed 
and I can’t wait to do it again and again.  

I haven’t harvested an animal for almost two 
years myself, but I feel that I’ve hunted more 
than one man deserves. So many great clients 
and so many great memories. I now am moving 
on to a new part of my hunting career, I’m 
taking my daughter Kassidy on her first hunt to 
the dark continent of Africa. I have been excited 

to go on hunts before but nothing compares to this hunt. I feel 
like I will be creating problems for some unsuspecting young 
man in the future. For one day he will meet and fall in love with 
a young lady that wants to travel and chase her dreams all over 
the world. I sure hope he has a good job and lots of patience. 

Thank your guides and professional hunters for their long hours 
and days away from their families. They are there to make your 
life a little better because the smile on your face has made their 
day. Hunters helping hunters and feeding the world. What a 
great concept.  Please enjoy every day in the field like it’s your 
last. You will never have to feel alone because there are millions 
of other’s just like you with the same dreams and goals. Take five 
mins at the airport next time pick out a hunter or a guide and 
sit beside them. Start a conversation you will probably make a 
friend.

Jason Smith
President - Red Deer and District SCI Chapter

Why I Guide



A successful Alaska hunting trip comes down to one simple thing – experience. At Arctic North Guides, we’ve been using our unparalleled 
experience to lead clients into the rugged Alaska landscape on productive Alaska hunts for 30 years. Our professional Alaskan guide’s 
combined experience is over 70 years, and we are proud to offer trips focusing on wild animals that can only be found in the frontier 
landscape of our Alaska home. We are a true, full service Alaska guide and outfitting service, and our track record in the business speaks for 
itself. We offer big game hunts from mid-April to mid-November in two locations, Western Alaska and the Alaska Peninsula. The Alaska 
Peninsula is world renowned for Alaska hunts focusing on moose, waterfowl, and the mightiest of northern predators, the Peninsula brown 
bear or “coastal bear.” 

Our staff of professionals includes licensed and experienced commercial pilots, guides, assistants, cooks, and managers. Every person you 
meet on our hunts is a seasoned expert at their job, dedicated to providing you with success.

The Best Hunting Guides in Alaska

Call Us At (907) 469-0581 or Toll Free (877) 907-2303



www.nbchelifish.com

Phone: 403-896-8282
info@nbchelifish.com

Located right on the banks of the Nakina River, Northern BC. experience fishing in the land of the midnight sun and enjoy the untouched 
wilderness.  King/Chinook Salmon season - June 20th-July 23rd.  Hooking and landing one of these strong, fighting fish is a challenge and a 
thrill. Running between 15-65 lbs, with an average of 25-30 lbs. When you are at the peak of the run expect 20 plus fish a day.  Fall Steelhead 
& Salmon season - September 15th-October 15th.  We have the ability to fish for all 5 species of Pacific Salmon as well as steelhead in the 
same day, the ultimate Northern BC Heli Adventures Grand Slam (Chinook, Coho, Chum, Sockeye, Pink salmon and a steelhead)

With a name like WOW Africa, it is difficult not to stand out from the rest. Since 1996 we specialise in 
photographic, hunting and fishing safari’s in the southern parts of Africa. Wow Africa operates throughout all 9 
provinces of South Africa on different concessions, depending on the trophy requirements of the clients. Safaris 
are led by experienced Professional Hunters. We conduct both Rifle and Bow hunting Safaris in South Africa. The 
accommodation is in newly upgraded  lodges, with comfort and services. The trophies are delivered to the local 
taxidermy, for dipping, packing and export. www.wowafrica.com
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Home of Award Winning Design
Proud sponsors of:

Safari Club International 
Red Deer and District Chapter

(403) 346-5617
www.sugarcreedtaxidermy.ca

Do you have an interesting hunting story you want to tell? Maybe, you have some hunting 
knowledge you wish to share with the rest of the Central Alberta hunting community. How 
about that new scope or rifle you just purchased? We want you to tell us all about it. We publish 
several newsletters each year. Send several photos in high quality .jpg or .tif and a text or word 
document written in 12-point font to scird.submissions@gmail.com. If we publish your 
article, you will be notified prior, and any changes that may need to be made will be discussed. 
Remember, we may not be able to publish all articles submitted, but we sure will try.

Peter Fuzessery
I.T. & Design Red Deer and District SCI Chapter

UpRoar Newsletter Submissions
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Celebrating 3 years as a Platinum Roar Sponsor
Also Proud sponsor of

Junior Pheasants, Pheasants Forever, Wild Sheep Foundation, Ducks Unlimited,Youth Sheep Foundation Camp, ABA Bow 
Hunter Challenge, Young Anglers, Anglers, The Carbon Out Door Shoot and Many more local events

Here for the outdoorsman • Investing in the community • Supporting your passion
37400 Hwy 2 - #411 - Red Deer,  Alberta - (302)347-0220


